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In my “Legally Speaking” column of 
the Against the Grain September 2020 
issue, I mentioned the lawsuit against 

the Internet Archive by Hachette Book 
Group, HarperCollins Publishers, John 
Wiley & Sons, and Penguin Random 
House on June 1, 2020.  This lawsuit was 
discussed further in Bill Hannay’s article 
from the same issue, “No Good Deed 
Goes Unsued!” (Hannay, 2020). 

The plaintiff argued that the Internet 
Archive’s National Emergency Library;  
which was established on March 24, 2020 
following the shutdown of schools and 
libraries, was in violation of copyright 
infringement.  The publishers based their 
lawsuit on the Internet Archive’s offer 
to provide a single digital work for an 
unlimited number of people regardless that 
the Internet Archive only had one book.  
These works were digitized for patrons 
to view online and the Internet Archive 
could only lend digital copies depending 
on the number of physical copies in the 
collection.  In other words, if the digital 
copy was checked out to a patron, then 
those requesting the same book would be 
placed on a waiting list.  Therefore, the 
plaintiffs felt that releasing one digital 
book to multiple patrons simultaneously 
was a violation of copyright.  

Due to the lawsuit that was filed in the 
U.S. District Court Southern District of 
New York, the Internet Archive returned 
back to their digital lending policy on June 
11, 2020.  The Internet Archive released 
a statement noting that the publishers were 
attacking the concept of library ownership 
and lending of digital books.  They added 
that the publishers were working to pro-
vide materials for students and patrons of 
the schools and libraries that were shut 
down due to the pandemic.  For example, 
numerous publishers did provide either 
free access or reduced financial expen-
ditures for textbooks and other resources 
for a limited time during the Coronavirus 
pandemic. 

Hannay also stated in the September 
Against the Grain issue, “Where things 
go from here is an open question.”  In-
deed, it was an open question following 
the Internet Archive’s decision to return 
to their original policy of digital lending 
on June 11, 2020.  However, the Internet 
Archive did request and was granted a 
30-day extension to reply to the plain-
tiff’s lawsuit, which was set to end July 
28, 2020.  This was also in part due to 
the publishers continued efforts to seek 
statutory damages against the Internet 
Archive, which included a demand for a 
jury in this case. 

Prior to this lawsuit, libraries 
across the nation released a 
statement on March 13, 2020 
to identify that “Fair Use” 
was to be a major legal issue 
as they tried to support stu-
dents and educators during 
the pandemic that shutdown 
schools and libraries.  Fol-
lowing the lawsuit, the Asso-
ciation of Research Libraries 
(ARL) encouraged the publishers to drop 
the lawsuit through the statement, “As 
universities and libraries work to ensure 
scholars and students have the information 
they need, ARL looks forward to working 
with publishers to ensure open and equita-
ble access to information.  Continuing the 
litigation against IA (Internet Archive) 
for the purpose of recovering statutory 
damages and shuttering the Open Library 
would interfere with this shared mutual 
objective.” (Aiwuyor, 2020). 

On July 27, 2020, the Internet Archive 
had their opportunity to make their state-
ment regarding the lawsuit through their 
28 page brief filed in the U.S. Southern 
District Court of New York.  In the brief, 
the Internet Archive addressed the pub-
lishers’ 53 page suit that was filed against 
them on June 1, 2020.  The Internet 
Archive reiterated the purpose of their 
service, which is to provide print books 

through “Controlled Digital Lending.”  
They noted that they provide digital 
content securely that was the same as the 
publishers that release digital content.  
Furthermore, the Internet Archive de-
scribed the purpose of establishing the 
National Emergency Library. 

In the Preliminary Statement of the 
brief, Internet Archive stated that their 
Controlled Digital Lending platform was 
within the regulations of digital lending 
that is used by publishers that sell digital 
books.  The Internet Archive claimed 
that they adhere to the own-to-loan ba-

sis for their digital collection and 
their digitization helps preserve 

numerous print books.  The 
statement also noted that 
libraries have purchased 
over a billion dollars to 
publishers for print books.  
The Internet Archive rec-
ognized their digital collec-
tion was approximately 1.3 

million, which is available 
to patrons based on the same 

borrowing system of one patron to loan 
one book at a time. 

The Internet Archive described the 
purpose of the National Emergency 
Library, “During the early days of the 
COVID-19 crisis, in response to urgent 
pleas from teachers and librarians whose 
students and patrons had been ordered to 
stay at home, the Internet Archive decid-
ed to temporarily permit lending that could 
have exceeded the one-to-one owned-
to-loaned ration.  With millions of print 
books locked away, digital lending was the 
only practical way to get books to those 
who needed them.  The Internet Archive 
called this program the National Emer-
gency Library and planned to discontinue 
it once the need had passed.  Twelve weeks 
later, other options had emerged to fill the 
gap, and the Internet Archive was able to 
return to the traditional CDL approach.” 
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Of course, the Internet Archive stated 
in the brief that the publishers’ “are not 
entitled to statutory damages,” which is 
based on the 17 U.S.C. § 504(c) Remedies 
for infringement: Damages and profits.  
They also requested relief and dismissal 
from the lawsuit in its entirety, as well as 
a trial by jury.  While the brief replied to 
the publishers’ lawsuit and the Internet 
Archive did return to their original check-
out policy, the lawsuit continues.

On August 20, 2020, both parties got 
together to discuss the lawsuit, but they 
were unable to reach a settlement.  After 
their discussions, they filed a joint report to 
the court on August 28, 2020 based on the 
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 26.  
This report outlined the discovery plan for 
both parties between September 11, 2020 
to September 10, 2021.  In addition, the 
publishers have until November 1 to add 
more works to the lawsuit and December 
1 to amend the complaint.  Following the 
December 1 possible amendments, the 
Internet Archive would have 21 days to 

respond.  Over the next year, both parties 
will prepare for possible hearings in No-
vember 2021.

Even though, there is really not much to 
report on this lawsuit at this time as both 
parties are preparing for the November 
hearings, this lawsuit is bringing to the 
foreground the relationships between 
libraries and publishers as the increase 
need for digital content continues to be 
an issue.  As noted by Hannay, “Where 
things go from here is an open question.”  
This open question could very well be, “Is 
Controlled Digital Lending legal under 
the U.S. Copyright Law?”  Of course, 
numerous other questions will arise as this 
lawsuit moves forward.  Until there is a 
ruling or resolution, it will be interesting 
as schools and libraries continue to seek 
of ways to access digital content. 
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The second case offered an equally 
dramatic set of facts, concerning the 
claim of guitarist Randy Wolf, who 
used the stage name Randy California, 
that his song Taurus was the basis for 
Led Zeppelin’s iconic song Stairway to 
Heaven.  Wolf’s band Spirit regularly 
played this song when they were touring 
with Zeppelin in the late 1960s, shortly 
before Stairway to Heaven was released 
in 1971.  Similarities between the two 
songs, and particularly the opening ar-
peggios, had been frequently noted in 
music fandom and press as well as in 
comment from California in the liner 
notes of a later album.

In 2014 Spirit bassist Mark An-
des and a trust acting on behalf of 
the now-deceased California filed a 
copyright infringement suit against 
Led Zeppelin seeking writing credit 
for California and potentially claim-
ing some future profits on the song.  A 
district judge initially held that enough 
similarities existed that a jury could hear

QUESTION:  An academic publisher 
asks: “What new copyright cases are on 
the docket for the Supreme Court this 
year?

ANSWER:  As it does every year, the 
Supreme Court began the 2020-21 term 
on the first Monday in October.  While the 
last term was unusually busy with copy-
right issues, including major decisions 
on copyright in state laws and sovereign 
immunity, this term is mostly defined by 
the copyright cases the Court chose not 
to hear.  Two particular cases have been 
closely watched based on their colorful 
facts and the significant legal 
questions raised by each.

The first case dealt with a set 
of murals painted on the 5Pointz 
complex in Long Island City, 
Queens.  The complex itself was 
primarily made up of factories 
and disused spaces, but for 
decades graffiti artists had dec-
orated the space with colorful 
murals and eye-catching tags, 
establishing it as a mecca for 

street art.  In 2013-14, however, the owner 
of the complex abruptly whitewashed and 
then demolished all the buildings to make 
space for a new development.

The artists sued, alleging that their 
rights under the Visual Artists Rights Act 
(VARA) had been violated.  Although 
VARA, which provides a slimmed down 
version of “moral rights” to a narrowly 
defined set of works of visual art, has been 
on the books since 1990, it has rarely been 
considered by the courts.  This case raised 
VARA issues directly and drew attention 
when a court in 2017 awarded the artists 
$6.75 million dollars ($150,000 for each 
of the 45 pieces destroyed) in damages.  

The defendant development 
company G&M Realty ap-
pealed the decision but lost 
again at the Court of Appeals.  
The Supreme Court’s decision 
not to hear the case leaves the 
verdict in place and leaves us 
without the opportunity to hear 
from the Court about the scope 
and interpretation of VARA.
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the case, but later that year a jury decided 
that the similarities between the songs did 
not amount to copyright infringement.  
After a series of appeals, the Ninth Circuit 
ruled in favor of Led Zeppelin holding that 
Stairway to Heaven does not infringe on 
Spirit’s copyright in Taurus.

Legally, this decision was significant 
since the Court rejected the “inverse ratio 
rule” that had been used to decide copy-
right infringement cases in the past.  The 
rule, which holds that the more an alleged 
infringer had access to a work the lower 
the threshold for establishing substantial 
similarity should be, had been a source 
of significant uncertainty and, in some 
scholars’ eyes, led to some clearly bad 
decisions.  Between this decision and the 
2018 “Blurred Lines” decision related to 
the estate of Marvin Gaye’s claim against 
Robin Thicke, the “inverse ratio rule” has 
now been clearly abrogated in the Ninth 
Circuit.  The Supreme Court’s decision not 
to review the case means that that rule is 
a dead letter in the Ninth Circuit but that 
the question of its application nationally 
will not be answered this year.

With those two cases not on the dock-
et, the only major copyright case under 
review remains the Google v Oracle case 
left over from the 2019-20 term.  Oral ar-
guments in this case were held on October 
7 with a decision expected sometime in 
the spring.

QUESTION:  A public university 
administrator asks, “What is the state of 
sovereign immunity today?”

ANSWER:  Another hangover from 
the previous Supreme Court term is the 
issue of sovereign immunity.  As discussed 
in previous columns, sovereign immunity, 
the general rule that federal courts cannot 
hear suits brought by individuals against 
nonconsenting states, was considered in 
the case of Allen v Cooper, where the 
Supreme Court upheld the doctrine as 
applied to the state of North Carolina’s un-
authorized use of images of Blackbeard’s 
sunken pirate ship.

The decision was based in part on 
consideration of the Copyright Remedies 
Clarification Act of 1990, which included 
a report from the Copyright Office that had 
gathered examples of alleged bad action 
by the states.  This report was intended 
to establish a record of widespread inten-
tional violations of a federal law by the 
states, as required to abrogate sovereign 
immunity.  The Court was not persuaded.

Seemingly frustrated with the decision, 
the Copyright Office issued a notice of 
inquiry soliciting more examples of bad 
behavior by the states.  Responses to the 
Notice were recently released and, despite 
claims of widespread abuse by some 
rightsholder groups, only 31 responses 
were recorded.  Further, as documented 
by University of Kansas Libraries 
Director Kevin Smith in a recent blog 
post, those 31 responses reflect a limited 
understanding of the law and often do not 
even engage with the issues under consid-
eration: “[c]omments that complain about 
Nigerian phishing schemes, rogue federal 
agents, or a state’s alleged infringement of 
an individual’s “copyright” in his name 
indicate that some took the opportunity 
to air their grievances, even when those 
grievances misunderstand the nature of 
copyright and/or have no relationship 
with sovereign immunity.”  The full blog 
post is available here:  https://www.arl.
org/blog/sovereign-immunity-boondog-
gle-at-us-copyright-office/ and a tip of the 
cap is due to Darcee Olson, LSU’s Copy-
right & Scholarly Communication Policy 
Director for summarizing responses.

The Copyright Alliance, a group that 
advocates on behalf of rightsholders, also 
released the results of a public survey 
designed to “assist the Copyright Office” 
with building a case for abrogation: 
https://copyrightalliance.org/ca_post/
copyright-alliance-survey-reveals-grow-
ing-threat-of-state-infringement/.  Unsur-
prisingly, the Copyright Alliance singled 
out “state universities or institutions 
of higher learning” as actors they most 
wished to remove protection from.  As 
of this writing the Copyright Office is 
accepting “reply comments” and the 
issue of sovereign immunity is likely to 
remain critical for libraries, universities, 
and university presses who rely on the 
doctrine for their society-serving work 
every day.

QUESTION:  A faculty member asks, 
“What is happening at the Copyright 
Office?  It seemed like there was a lot of 
noise about the Office a few years ago, 
but I haven’t heard as much recently.”

ANSWER:  After several years of 
drama at the Copyright Office related to 
a proposed “Next Great Copyright Act,” 
removal of one Register by new Librarian 
of Congress Dr. Carla Hayden, and some 
heated discussion about moving the Office 
out of the LoC, the Office has focused pri-
marily on modernization and developing 
more up-to-date information for those who 
rely on the Office to understand the law 
and register their works.

The big news from the Copyright Of-
fice in 2020 is that in September of this 
year Shira Perlmutter was named as the 
next Register of Copyrights.  She comes 
from the United States Patent and Trade-
mark Office (USPTO) where she served 
for more than a decade as chief policy of-
ficer and director for international affairs.  
Dr. Hayden and the American Library 
Association both praised Perlmutter’s 
ability to find common ground with “both 
users of information and rights holders.” 
Her work on the U.S. implementation of 
the Marrakesh Treaty also demonstrates 
her leadership on supporting access to 
information.

In recent years, the Copyright Office 
has done outstanding work updating and 
improving what had been a very creaky 
system for digital copyright registration 
and records infrastructure.  Perlmutter 
is an excellent choice to continue that 
valuable work so that the Copyright Office 
can serve creators, users, and the copyright 
system as a whole.

QUESTION:  A digital humanist asks, 
“How does copyright impact text and 
data mining?”

ANSWER:  Text and data mining is 
emblematic of digital scholarship as a 
whole in that it has tremendous potential to 
improve the way we understand the world 
and build a scholarly record but it raises 
thorny legal questions that many scholars 
are not prepared to address.  For this 
reason, I was pleased to see the National 
Endowment for the Humanities fund an 
institute to understand Legal Literacies for 
Text Data Mining in partnership with UC 
Berkeley in the summer of 2020.  The 
Institute and openly-licensed materials 
are available on the project page:  https://
buildinglltdm.org/.

You couldn’t ask for a better example 
of the impact of the Building LLTDM 
project than The Data-Sitters Club, a 
“comprehensive, colloquial guide to dig-
ital humanities computational text analy-
sis” that evokes the popular Baby-Sitters 
Club novels beloved by young readers.  
The Data-Sitters Club site offers seven 
books and three multilingual mysteries 
that introduce topics in text analysis in-
cluding “The DSC and Mean Copyright 
Law” which wrestles with questions about 
copyright, trademark, and related legal 
issues by discussing the way the project 
uses images, marks, and similar materi-
als from the original Baby-Sitters Club 
series:  https://datasittersclub.github.io/
site/dsc7/.  
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